
 
 

 
ROS 2 EMBEDDED WORKING GROUP 
July 22n2, 2020 at 17:00 CEST 
 

ATTENDEES 
Jaime Martin - eProsima 
Francesca Finocchiaro - eProsima 
José Antonio Moral - eProsima 
Pablo Garrido Sanchez - eProsima 
Ralph Lange - Bosch 
Tomasz Kołcon - Łukasiewicz - PIAP 
Richard Elberger - Amazon Web Services 
Connor Lansdale - Boston Engineering 
Ali AlSaibie - Kuwait University 
Kashish Dhal - PhD Student, University of Texas 
Samarin Vasily - PhD student, Peter the great St.Petersburg polytechnic University 
Ariel Podlubne, TU Dresden 
Peter Polidoro, Janelia Research Campus 
 
Alexandre Malki 
Brandy Goolsby 
Fabricio emder 
Kiran Kumar Gude 
RP CME <- This is Richard Elberger 
S Morita 
Thiha kyaw 
Andrei 
 
 
Link to Google Meet meeting 
https://meet.google.com/saf-gjix-swf 
 

https://meet.google.com/saf-gjix-swf


Important: The meeting is going to be recorded. 
 
Note for the participants: Write in the chat window in order to list yourself for 
questions when the time comes. 
 
Note for the participants: Please add your names to the ‘ATTENDEES’ list 
above. 
 
LAST MEETING FOLLOW-UP 
No previous meeting to refer to. 
 
AGENDA 
 

● Short update to rclc Executor [Ralph Lange] 
● Brief intro to rclc lifecycle [Ralph Lange] 
● Foxy migration status [Pablo Garrido] 
● Miscellaneous 
● Concepts of interprocess communication on uC with micro-ROS 
● List of Open issues and PRs 

 
 
Short update to rclc Executor [Ralph Lange] 
 
The rclc Executor provides a C API to manage the execution of subscription and 
timer callbacks, similar to the rclcpp Executor for C++. The rclc Executor is optimized 
for resource-constrained devices and provides additional features that allow the 
manual implementation of deterministic schedules with bounded end-to-end 
latencies. 
A tutorial presenting the basic Executor interface is provided at 
https://micro-ros.github.io/docs/tutorials/core/programming_rcl_rclc/#rclc_executor. 
All Executor concepts are described in detail in rclc README.md at 
https://github.com/ros2/rclc/tree/master/rclc. 
 
Brief intro to rclc lifecycle [Ralph Lange] 
 
The rclc lifecycle package provides convenience functions in C to bundle an rcl node 
with the ROS 2 Node Lifecycle state machine, similar to the rclcpp Lifecycle Node for 
C++. 
See https://micro-ros.github.io/docs/tutorials/core/programming_rcl_rclc/#lifecycle for 
a first tutorial. 

https://micro-ros.github.io/docs/tutorials/core/programming_rcl_rclc/#rclc_executor
https://github.com/ros2/rclc/tree/master/rclc
https://micro-ros.github.io/docs/tutorials/core/programming_rcl_rclc/#lifecycle


Services are still missing. Once they are implemented, Arne will present the 
rclc_lifecycle package in detail in the Embedded WG meeting in August or 
September. 
 
Foxy migration status [Pablo Garrido] 
 
https://github.com/micro-ROS/micro-ros-build/issues/131 
 
New features and improvements: 
 

- Migrated all examples and demo code to RCLC API. 
- Improved the set of examples available for each platform and hardware. 
- Included support for basic and LET executors. 
- Improved compatibility with FreeRTOS v10.3.1 and Zephyr v2.3.0. 
- Improved support for ST Discovery IoT kit (B-L475E-IOT01A). 
- Added support for Nucleo F446ZE in FreeRTOS (community). 
- Added support for cross-compilation in Raspberry and Raspbian 

environments. 
- Improved TypeSupport for complex types. 
- Improved build system usability and management of hardware/RTOS 

platforms. 
- Bug fix (#156) regarding micro-ROS Services. 
- Increase serial transport stability for FreeRTOS and Zephyr. 
- Improved static memory pools in RMW Micro XRCE-DDS. 

 
WIP: 

- Updating and improving documentation and tutorials. 
- Adding graph and parameters support. 

 
Miscellaneous 
 

● 6lowPan fragmentation issue solved: 
https://github.com/micro-ROS/micro-ros-build/issues/141#issuecomment-659
445784. Tutorial on how to use 6LoWPAN will be delivered soon. 

 
● Porting issues: 

○ Contributed successfully port to Nucleo F446ZE board: 
https://github.com/micro-ROS/freertos_apps/issues/7 

○ Porting to ESP32: 
https://github.com/micro-ROS/micro-ros-build/pull/140 

https://github.com/norro
https://github.com/micro-ROS/micro-ros-build/issues/131
https://github.com/eProsima/Micro-XRCE-DDS-Client/pull/156
https://github.com/micro-ROS/micro-ros-build/issues/141#issuecomment-659445784
https://github.com/micro-ROS/micro-ros-build/issues/141#issuecomment-659445784
https://github.com/micro-ROS/freertos_apps/issues/7
https://github.com/micro-ROS/micro-ros-build/pull/140


○ User interested in porting micro-ROS to Teensy 4.0 board 
https://www.pjrc.com/store/teensy40.html, which uses an ARM 
Cortex-M7 NXP iMXRT1062 microcontroller 

○ Same user interested in using various Arduino libraries with it written in 
C++ and Miro Samek’s real-time framework 
https://www.state-machine.com/, which has a FreeRTOS port. 

 
 
Concepts of interprocess communication on uC with micro-ROS 
[User’s suggestion] 
 
Related with the following Slack post: 
 
Is there anything within the rcl framework that accommodates inter-process 
communication within a uC? My assumption is that there is a single ros node, 
running in a single thread, for each uC. In my use-case, I will just have a 
ros_manager thread block running the node and exposing/relaying ros2 interfaces to 
inner thread blocks, so each block within the uC can act as a "node", in the sense of 
having topics published to/from, srv, actions and parameters. I'm thinking that I can 
set-up a simple FreeRTOS wrapper, starting draft example here, which would then 
expose and relay the ros2 interfaces, much like uORB with PX4, but on FreeRTOS 
with a simpler implementation. I'm mostly doing this to setup modular research tools 
really. So, do I sound like reinventing the wheel, and something already exists for 
this setup? Or is that more or less how it would be done? 
 
List of open issues and PRs 
 

● Errors creating session: https://github.com/micro-ROS/freertos_apps/issues/5 
(maybe a configuration issue) 

● Services issue: https://github.com/micro-ROS/zepuhyr_apps/issues/4 
(resolved a issue/bug in micro XRCE-DDS library, test and close the issue) 

● Increasing payload size: 
https://github.com/micro-ROS/rmw-microxrcedds/issues/53 

● Sequences serialization: 
https://github.com/micro-ROS/rmw-microxrcedds/issues/26 and 
https://github.com/micro-ROS/rmw-microxrcedds/issues/39 

● Renaming of apps repo 
https://github.com/micro-ROS/apps/issues/20 

 
Next Appointments 
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https://github.com/eProsima/Micro-XRCE-DDS-Client/pull/156
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● Next meeting of the Embedded WG: 19/08 - How many attendees? 
○ Kashish Dhal 
○ Ralph Lange 
○ Arne Nordmann 
○ Ali AlSaibie 
○ Connor Lansdale 
○ Ariel Podlubne 
○ Fabricio Emder 
○ THIHA KYAW 
○ MARLAR CHAN 

● Topics in-line to discuss: 
○ micro-ROS benchmark tooling and results 
○ micro-ROS porting to ESP32 

 
Suggestions from users 

- Create a porting guide for FreeRTOS boards (talk with Ali AlSaibie 
@alsaibie). Related issue:  

- https://github.com/micro-ROS/micro-ROS.github.io/issues/177 
- Create a tutorial of how to create a custom ROS 2 msg in micro-ROS 

environment. 
- Communication over real-time bus, CAN or CAN FD? 

 
 

https://github.com/micro-ROS/micro-ROS.github.io/issues/177

